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Chapter: 758
At this moment, Wu Meizi became the focus of everyone.
The banquet hall of hundreds of people suddenly quieted down strangely,
and no one dared to speak any more.
There was still no expression on Wu Meizi’s face, she was very cold, and
said lightly: “You have a good attitude. I will let you go this time.”
Xu Ren was overjoyed, as if he was granted amnesty, and quickly
kowtowed his head to thank him, “Thank you Master, thank you Master!”
Then he hurriedly said to Pan Hu: “Naughty animal, don’t hurry up and give
your teacher a conviction!”
Pan Hu took the lead, rolled over, kowtow quickly to confess his guilt, eager
for forgiveness.
He had never seen Wu Meizi before, let alone the existence of Wu Meizi,
but even his master Xu Ren was so in awe of Wu Meizi, using his butt to
think of Wu Meizi’s identity is not easy!
Wu Meizi waved her hand and said calmly: “Okay, get up.”
Pan Hu quickly stood up, and immediately heard Wu Meizi say again: “Go,
beat all of Lin Ziming’s family members again, without my order, you can’t
stop.”
“This…” Pan Hu immediately became embarrassed. He didn’t receive the
benefits of the Chu family. If this beats the Chu family up and down, he
won’t be able to get along in the future. The point is that the person behind
the Chu family is Lin Ziming, who is a super man, even the underground
emperor Ugly of Huacheng is Lin Ziming’s person, and he can’t afford to
offend him at all.
Wu Meizi looked over, “Why, are you going to defy my will?”
Xu Ren kicked directly over, kicked Pan Hu to the ground, and cursed:
“You bastard, you dare to violate your master’s order, I think you want to
die!”
Pan Hu trembled and said, “Master, it’s not that I want to disobey the order
of the master, but the man behind the Chu family is Lin Ziming, and I can’t
afford to offend me, my apprentice.”
Xu Ren smiled disdainfully, and slapped Pan Hu on the face again, cursing:
“Trash thing! A mere Lin Ziming scared you like this. Your master came to
trouble Lin Ziming this time! What is Lin Ziming? , It’s just an ant in front
of your master.”
Pan Hu suddenly brightened his eyes and said, “Is the master really that
great?”
He couldn’t help looking at Wu Meizi. Seeing Wu Meizi’s dark eyes, he
seemed to have a little emotion, like a black hole, trying to suck his whole
person in. There was no bones left, and he couldn’t help shivering. He can
be considered a lot of big people, but he has never seen a woman like Wu
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Meizi. Wu Meizi doesn’t feel like a person, but a monster.
Xu Ren gave him a kick, “Hurry up, or I will destroy you!”
Pan Hu didn’t dare to fail, so he quickly gave orders to let the people of No.
70 or No. 80 begin to take action against the Chu Family.
When Chu Guodong and others saw this situation, they all started to panic.
They had no idea that things would turn around like this.
“Dad, what should I do? How did Ahu turn back?!”
“Yeah, grandpa, how could things become like this.”
“How about we call the police!”
All the Chu family members began to panic at this moment.
Chu Guodong was also panicked, but as the head of the family, he had to
remain calm at this time. He gritted his teeth and said to Pan Hu: “Ahu,
what’s the situation! Why are you back?!”
There was some shame in Pan Hu’s eyes, and he quickly wiped it away,
sneered, and said, “Huh, old man, are you ashamed to ask me? I was so
fucking tired of you! I didn’t keep it wide open. Take a look at your dog’s
eyes, even my master dare to offend, I think you are the birthday star
hanging himself, and you have a long life!”
Chu Guodong was scolded by Pan Hu pointing his nose like this, his face
was crooked with anger, and pointed at Pan Hu and cursed: “Pan Hu! If you
dare to move my Chu family, Ziming must not let you go. Clear!”
When talking about Lin Ziming, some fear flashed in Pan Hu’s eyes. But he
wiped it away immediately, and said coldly, “Hoho, Lin Ziming is also a
rubbish in front of my master. He has offended my master now. He will die
soon, so he won’t let me go?”
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